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SENIOR SOLOS X 7
ART MAJOR INDEPENDENT STUDY PROJECTS
As part of the Art and Art History Department’s commitment to a pre-professional education for our
students, a select group of art majors are encouraged to exhibit a body of work in the spring of their
senior year. They each take an Independent Study with a chosen faculty member.
This year seven students demonstrated how an ambitious liberal arts curriculum coupled with
multi-disciplinary investigation can lead to innovative and thought-provoking art production. Through
the mediums of painting, photography, video, collage and assemblage these students explored facets
of the human experience: love, fear, faith, self, space, time and the environment.

FACULTY MENTORS: Professor Hallie Cohen and Professor Millie Falcaro
AVALON ALEXANDER

Art and Art History double major, created a series of 21 paintings, Wish You Were Here, that explore
the visualization of spiritual space. Drawing on a range of literary, cinematic, and art historical sources,
from C.S. Lewis, Dante, the Bible, Sartre, Buñuel to Bosch and Michelangelo, Alexander produced
images of Paradise, Damnation, saints and demons. Using an acrylic black paint that absorbs up to
99 percent of all light, and a central mirror reflecting our present reality, Alexander addressed big
questions: the beginning of creation, our place in the world, and the nature of salvation and redemption.

MELISSA BRACCIA

Studio Art major with minors in Art Therapy and Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology, focuses
their body of work, Felt, loud or quiet, around themes of community, vulnerability, and interdependence.
The paintings, oil and charcoal on panel board, are arranged singularly, in pairs, or as a triptych,
bridging “…the gap between identity and environment, the felt experience and the exterior landscape.”
Braccia began investigating these themes in charcoal drawings as part of a daily practice of meditation,
readings, and research in preparation for the final paintings. A self-portrait is included as a way of
acknowledging the personal reflection and mindfulness practice that would be translated into their art.

HANNAH “HG” DAVIS-RUSSELL

Studio Art major and Art History minor, set out to complete a self-directed study focused on the art
of assemblage. Davis-Russell’s long-standing interest in collage and attachment to found materials
informed this current body of work, Telesthesia. A particular connection to personal narrative fueled
by found and acquired paper, textiles, and objects calls to mind the artists Louise Bourgeois and
Joseph Cornell. However, Davis-Russel has appropriated the form to be distinctly her own, combining
her “love of everyday experiences and the beauty found in the commonplace.”

LOGAN RONAN

Photography and Business major, produced her solo exhibition project, Still Life Exploration, which
culminated in the exploration of the genre of still life. Inspired by historic painters and utilizing natural
light and form, she arranged objects from her domestic environment in a controlled studio setting.
Each of the six tableaux had a distinct palette blending natural materials and objects revealing
aspects of her life.

JAYNA SIMPSON

Photography and Business major, thoroughly explored the genre of portrait photography throughout
her years of study. In this body of work created for her solo exhibition The Passing of Time, she took
a very different, non-traditional approach as she photographed significant members of her family.
Each person is engaged in non-specific, pensive and personal moments of internal musings associated
with the passing of time. It appears the sitter is unaware of her camera and of the gaze of the viewer.
What is evident is the reverence in which she holds each of her subjects and the impact they have
had on her life.

JULIET SLATTERY

Photography and Psychology major, has been exploring her relationship with her grandmother
through multiple creative genres produced for her solo exhibition entitled, Aspirations. Her poems and
video reflect vivid memories of weekly visits with her grandmother and the enthusiasm and playfulness
shared during these times while her collage pieces reflect specific memories of hospitalizations and
her decline. Juliet’s combined academic experiences have provided a rich context and her ultimate
realization of their profound and eternal connection to one another.

COURTNEY WALSH

Photography major, has always been concerned with social issues and in her solo exhibition, Clothing
Consciousness, brings the viewer’s attention to the impact of our consumer choices. In her creative
process, she culled numerous on-line images depicting the economic and environmental impact of
the corporate phenomenon of producing cheap fashion garments.  Her research included detailing
the huge profits and unfair business practices of these mega-retail outlets which further heightens
their societal impact. It is Courtney’s hope to inform the viewer and to raise the consciousness of the
consumer as we unknowingly purchase this merchandise unaware of global consequences.

Avalon Alexander
WISH YOU WERE HERE
As someone who has always believed in the afterlife, I was surprised to realize
that all my imaginings were entrenched in traditional Catholic imagery of
saints and demons, clouds and fiery pits. Once all those ideas were stripped
away, the only image left in my mind was one of a blank void. With the
blackness of an unknowable void as a backdrop, I created a series of paintings
to serve as an exploration of the realities and possibilities of Heaven and Hell.
Using acrylic paint and a pigment considered to be the blackest black available
to the world, I chose images vaguely related to Biblical passages to represent
the journey to either Paradise or Damnation. The center frame holds a mirror
that reflects the surroundings of the present moment. The beginning of
creation is represented by the gash in the center of the mirror: a slit through
which all humans entered into our present life and reality.

RIGHT, TOP:
Installation
RIGHT, BOTTOM:
Mary • Acrylic on canvas, 3” x 3”
Gates of Heaven • Acrylic on canvas, 11” x 14”
FOLLOWING PAGE, LEFT:
Sheep • Acrylic on canvas, 11” x 14”
The Fall • Acrylic on canvas, 12” x 16”
Resurrection • Acrylic on canvas, 11” x 14”
FOLLOWING PAGE, RIGHT:
Dove • Acrylic on canvas, 8” x 10”
Goat • Acrylic on canvas, 11” x 14”
Torment • Acrylic on canvas, 8” x 10”

The mirror is surrounded by small portraits of traditional Catholic figures that
serve as distractions from both the present, represented by the mirror, and
the unknown, represented by the black panels stretching to every side. One
side is a path to Heaven, and the other is a path to Hell. By avoiding obvious
references to things that are “good” or “bad,” there is an intentional ambiguity
that leaves questions as to how inherently different the paths to Heaven and
Hell really are.

Melissa Braccia
FELT, LOUD OR QUIET
The heart of this body of work bridges the gap between identity and environment,
the felt experience and the exterior landscape. Identity actively changes the
spaces we create. Whether landscapes are rural or urban, passive or active,
loud or quiet, our environment impacts our identity and the way we relate to
people. Likewise, felt experiences, or introspective reasonings, can impact the
way we present and show up in the world. We not only affect and direct the
manner in which our environment perceives us, but by our presence alter the
frameworks that underpin our environment itself. In this way the existence
and survival of multiple identities in a subject and place is itself a radical and
transformative act. Felt, loud or quiet.

RIGHT:
Installation
FOLLOWING PAGE, LEFT:
how far are the depths? • Oil and charcoal on
panel board, 22” x 14”
anchor • Oil and charcoal on panel board, 16” x 9”
Untitled self portrait • Oil on panel board, 11” x 14”
FOLLOWING PAGE, RIGHT:
a coming into • Oil and charcoal on panel board, 22” x 14”
in the center we’ll convene • Oil and charcoal on
panel board, 22” x 14”
a departure • Oil and charcoal on panel board, 22” x 14”

The subject acts upon the space, and vice versa. When vulnerability enters the
pictorial space, perhaps there is a push and pull between subject, object, and place.
At times clashing and butting up against one another in their proximity, and at other
times sliding past one another and blurring the boundaries between each. In
this way, these ideas are fluid and changing, rather than static concepts. In the
paintings, this emerges as repeated themes that switch between subject and
ground, or in the contradiction and opposition of subject and ground. Beyond
simple recognition and identification, gestural marks, or moments of collision
and slippage, alter each of these ostensibly separate concepts. Each interaction
leaves an indelible mark on either and both.

Hannah “HG” Davis-Russell
TELESTHESIA
Since the beginning of my exploration of mixed media, I’ve found myself intrigued
by the materiality and charm of every-day objects. I at first channeled my
fascination with materiality through a beloved process of collecting and studying
found objects and memorabilia on paper. I can only describe my connection to
the materials I accumulate for use in my art as a form of psychometry. Found
objects and memorabilia act as a roadmap to how I translate nostalgia, history,
and geometric forms into complex personal narratives through collage.
My longstanding interest in collage and connection to found materials informs
my recent exploration of assemblage, in which I’ve been able to take my narratives
off of the page and into physical space. My goal was to push the boundaries of
my study and practice of college by experimenting with arranging and assembling
tangible objects three-dimensionally.

RIGHT:
Installation
FOLLOWING PAGE, LEFT:
Bottle Thoughts • Mixed Media, 11” x 14”
Currency • Mixed Media, 11” x 14”
The Girl Who Cried Wolf • Mixed Media, 11” x 14”

Gamble • Mixed Media, 15.75” x 6”
Long Distance • Mixed Media, 15 3/4” x 11 3/4”
FOLLOWING PAGE, RIGHT:
Entangled • Mixed Media, 8” x 10”
A Time and Place • Mixed Media, 11” x 14”
Streams • Mixed Media, 11” x 14”
Glade • Mixed Media, 8” x 10”

The resulting mixed media series, entitled Telesthesia, is composed of collaged
journal entries and assemblages in which I explore travel, voice, interpersonal
relationships, and self-image through the arrangement and application of a
vast number of materials and objects.

Logan Ronan
STILL LIFE EXPLORATION
The poet, Mark Doty, notes how the genre of still life resides in perfect silence.
My project, Still Life Exploration, is a photographic investigation of this genre.
Influenced by old master paintings, I set out to explore the arrangement of
fruits and objects. I used natural light and color to convey the lusciousness of
the form and tonality of the natural and man-made objects.
This body of work is a departure from my figurative projects and required an
attention to small details that ordinarily might be overlooked. The Canadian
photographer, Laura Letinsky, whose still life photographs were a major influence
and an example of how to bring this historic theme into an intimate practice to
create visual harmony.

RIGHT:
Installation
FOLLOWING PAGE, LEFT:
Watermelon Wedges • Digital photograph, 12” x 12”
Orange Bowl • Digital photograph, 12” x 12”
Red • Digital photograph, 12” x 18”
Yellow • Digital photograph, 12” x 18”
FOLLOWING PAGE, RIGHT:
Hennessy Boot and Bottle • Digital photograph, 12” x 12”
Skull on a Silver Plate • Digital photograph, 12” x 18”

Jayna Simpson
THE PASSING OF TIME
This project entitled, The Passing of Time, was inspired by the photographer,
Frances Kearney’s body of work, Five People Thinking the Same Thing. Kearney’s
photographs capture the uneventful moments of time that passes within a
domestic setting where the subject is often absorbed in what Kearney describes
as an accumulation of “lost time.” She characterizes these moments as segments
of time that are commonplace and uneventful gaps occurring when we are
waiting for something to happen.
Inspired by her work, I photographed members of my family with the goal of
capturing their unconscious musings and preoccupations as they engaged in
the process of the elapsing minutes of time. The subjects are photographed
from behind to further protect any distraction or engagement with the camera,
the photographer or the viewer.
This project allowed me to veer from my usually method of relying on the faces
of my subjects to tell their stories and it was intriguing to see how much could
be conveyed just by seeing the back of their body. At the conclusion of this
series, I realize there is so much we can surmise to help in relating to another
person despite this unconventional viewpoint.
RIGHT:
Installation
FOLLOWING PAGE, LEFT:
Aaron • Digital photograph, 16” x 24”
Judith • Digital photograph, 16” x 24”
FOLLOWING PAGE, RIGHT:
David • Digital photograph, 16” x 24”
Sonia • Digital photograph, 16” x 24”
Nancy • Digital photograph, 16” x 24”

Juliet Slattery
APPARITIONS
Much of my childhood was spent with my maternal grandmother, Hildy. Thursday
was the day we spent time crafting, making art and drinking chocolate milk.
I always associate my grandmother with creativity. She handmade birthday
and holiday cards for me every year and photo albums for each event and
celebration.
This body of work entitled, Apparitions, began as part of my grieving process
where I memorialized our relationship and my attachment to her. Our time
together reinforced the beauty, hope and our mutual love for each other
through art making.
Making each piece in this series showed me how much of her spirit is still with
me in my life today. She comes to me in dreams sometimes in a state of illness
and sometimes in a presence that I know is her.
Included in the installation is a scrap book she made to commemorate a birthday
and a home video of family gatherings where our exchange and connection
dominates the narrative. I also express my memories of our relationship
through poems I’ve written.
RIGHT:
Installation
FOLLOWING PAGE, LEFT:
Apparition 1 • Newspaper, acrylic paint, twine,
gold leaf, 12” x 12”
FOLLOWING PAGE, RIGHT:
Apparition 2 • Acrylic paint, sandpaper, plastic
model people, 12” x 12”
Apparition 3 • Acrylic paint, mini clothespin, gold leaf,
magazine clipping, tin foil, cotton t-shirt, Zip-lock bag,
cotton pads, cardboard tray, paper, pen, 12” x 12”

Through this exhibition, I feel the essence of her spiritual and physical life
eternally entwined with mine.

Courtney Walsh
CLOTHING CONSCIOUSNESS
Fast fashion is the mass production of garments that are inexpensively
produced and have a great impact on mankind and our environment. Low
paying labor costs, unfair business practices, and the massive amounts of
waste and chemical usage, make this production and distribution process
alarmingly damaging.
In my project Clothing Consciousness, I explore the features of fast fashion
business practices. Using found imagery I created a series highlighting popular
global brands who lure unaware consumers to the hazards of this business
model.
Through my research, I am concerned the relentless appeal of cheap clothing
for the masses will cause irreversible harm to humanity and the environment. It
is my hope that mindful consumption can halt the damage and lead us towards
a more sustainable fashion community/ consumption.

RIGHT:
Installation
FOLLOWING PAGE, LEFT:
Behind the Ads • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”
Denim Disaster • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”

Forever Waste • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”
I Don’t Wanna Die • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”
FOLLOWING PAGE, RIGHT:
Who Makes Your Clothes? • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”
Garment Force • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”
Where is My Money? • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”
Pay Up • Digital photograph, 11” x 14”

ABOUT THE HEWITT GALLERY OF ART
The Hewitt Gallery of Art, located in the main esplanade and adjacent
Black and White galleries, is a laboratory for and an extension of the pedagogy of the Art and Art History Department. In addition, it is an alternative
exhibition space for contemporary art of emerging, mid-career, and established artists displaying a wide variety of media and styles. The Gallery provides opportunities for art majors and minors to gain first-hand experience
in exhibiting their capstone and junior work, for students to curate and
organize shows in conjunction with the Gallery Director and for faculty
and alumni to present current work to the community.
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